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Axihzcv Nature 12 inch Gel Memory Foam Mattress in a Box,
Foam Bed Mattress Medium Firm Foam Mattress
$259.99 $268.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

{MATERIAL & CONSTRUCTION}: Axihzcv 12 inch full size mattress Memory Foam Mattress is designed with three layers all-foam system, improving support

and heat dissipation, mattress layers include 2.5 inch memory foam, 2.5 inches of comfortable layer, and 7 inches of high density base support foam for

ultimate comfort. It includes a soft hypoallergenic cover layer that is washable for your convenience.

【COMFORTABLE & BREATHABLE】: Axihzcv  full size mattress All-foam bed design combined expertise and the best materials with advanced sleep

technology. Memory foam conducive to continuous airflow & breathable; skin-friendly fabrics adapt to the environment to keep the mattress surface at the ideal

sleeping temperature; Buoyant, no-sink support foams adapt and conform to your body for optimal pressure relief; Specialized foams reduce motion transfer of

a partner so your sleep is undisturbed.

HEALTH & HYPOALLERGENIC MATTRESS]: The foam materials has been certified by CertiPUR-US and Oeko-Tex Standard 100 without harmful

substances like formaldehyde, mercury, and other heavy metals. You can rest assured to use a full size mattress in order to pursue a stable sleep.

[Warranty]: Axihzcv full size mattress is a kind of mattress specially designed and produced by us. We are a manufacturer specializing in the design and

production of mattresses. We also have a professional production R&D and QC team. Our mattresses have a 10-year warranty. If for any reason you are not
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satisfied, please feel free to contact us. Note: Please wait up to 72 hours after opening the mattress, the mattress will return to full size mattress and eliminate

the smell

【EASY SHIPPING&SETUP】: Axihzcv full mattress has fast shipping and excellent customer service. The mattress is compressed and packed in a box for

transportation. It can be easily transported to your door and expanded into a complete full size mattress in your home. They fit almost all king size bed frames,

such as box springs, floors, slatted bases, flat platforms or adjustable beds.
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